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c. Assign to Technipol all other
agreements in which Montedison grants
to a person other than Montell or a
Montell Affiliate the right to practice
Montedison PP Technology. Should any
such assignment not be possible after
reasonable effort by Montedison due to
the other party withholding its consent
to the assignment, Montedison or
Montell shall enter into an agreement
with Technipol the purpose of which is
to realize the effect of such assignment.

d. Take such actions as necessary to
ensure an ongoing agreement between
Montell and Technipol pursuant to
which Montell will provide to
Technipol, at Montell’s cost, services
(such as building security, fire
protection, trash removal, shipping and
receiving, accounting and cleaning
services), utilities and common
maintenance for the Montedison
Properties to Be Transferred, as may be
requested by Technipol.

Provided, however, that Montedison
shall retain for Montell ownership of,
and free right to practice and use, and
sell product resulting from the practice
or use of, all Montedison PP Technology
and PP Catalyst production assets.

9. Commencing prior to, or
concurrently with, transfer to Montell of
the Montedison Merged Assets,
Montedison will hold Technipol as
constituted in accordance with
Paragraph 8 of this Agreement separate
and apart on the following terms and
conditions:

a. Montedison shall separately
incorporate Technipol and adopt
Articles of Incorporation and By-laws
for Technipol that are not inconsistent
with other provisions of this Agreement.
Montedison shall also elect a board of
directors of Technipol prior to, or
concurrently with, transfer to Montell of
the Montedison Merged Assets.

b. Technipol shall be operated
independently of Montell and Shell,
and neither Shell nor Montell shall have
any ownership or other financial
interest in Technipol or exercise
direction or control over, or influence
directly or indirectly, Technipol, except
as specifically authorized by this
Agreement.

c. Montedison shall not permit any
director, officer, employee or agent of
Montell, or any director, officer,
employee or agent of Montedison
involved in management or oversight of
Montell, to also be a director, officer,
employee or agent of Technipol.

d. Any Montedison director, officer,
employee or agent who obtains or may
obtain Material Confidential
Information of Technipol under this
Agreement shall not disclose to Shell or
Montell such Material Confidential

Information until the day after
divestiture of the Properties to Be
Divested has been completed.

e. Montedison shall not cause or
permit any destruction, removal,
wasting, deterioration or impairment of
Technipol, except for ordinary wear and
tear. Montedison shall also maintain the
Viability and Competitiveness of
Technipol and shall not sell, transfer,
encumber (other than in the normal
course of business) or otherwise impair
its Viability and Competitiveness.

f. The purpose of the formation of
Technipol and the transfer to it of the
Montedison Properties to Be Transferred
is to ensure the continuation of a
separate, full-functioning entity to
conduct the business of the Montedison
Properties to Be Transferred and to
preserve the Viability and
Competitiveness of that business until
the Properties to Be Divested are
divested.

g. Montell shall provide Technipol
and its licensees and prospective
licensees access to any and all of
Montell’s commercial scale PP plants
using Montedison PP Technology for
demonstrating the PP Technology and
Catalyst Technology used in the plant to
prospective licensees and shall provide
technical assistance and training for
personnel of Technipol’s licensees. In
consideration for providing such
services and assistance to Technipol,
Montell may charge no more than its
actual hourly cost of pay and benefits
for the services of Montell personnel
providing technical assistance and
training and, in the case of technical
assistance or training by Montell
personnel at a licensee’s or prospective
licensee’s facilities, reasonable and
customary travel and per diem
subsistence costs of such personnel.

h. With respect to future
Improvements or Major Advances in
Montedison PP Technology by
Technipol or Montell:

i. Technipol and Montell shall each
own any Improvements or Major
Advances it develops at its own cost or
finances.

ii. Technipol shall have the right to
license to any person any results
obtained from research and
development in the field of PP
Technology performed by Technipol
under contract for Montell.

iii. Technipol may grant Montell a
paid-up, royalty-free, perpetual and
non-exclusive right to use any
Improvements owned by Technipol or
received by Technipol from its
licensees.

iv. Technipol may grant Montell a
non-exclusive license to use any Major
Advances owned by Technipol or

received by Technipol from its licensees
on a non-discriminatory basis on terms
available to other persons.

v. Montell shall grant Technipol a
paid-up, royalty-free, perpetual and
non-exclusive right to license persons
other than Montell Affiliates to use any
Improvements owned by Montell.

vi. Montell shall grant Technipol the
right to license third parties to use any
Major Advances owned by Montell,
unless Montell is contractually
prohibited, by contract with any person
other than a Montell Affiliate or a
respondent, from sharing such Major
Advances with Technipol. Such grant to
Technipol shall be on reasonable terms
and conditions which shall, in any
event, be no less favorable to Technipol
than those offered by Montell to any
person other than a Montell Affiliate.

i. Technipol shall have the exclusive
right, subject to any lawful rights
previously granted to persons not
parties to this Agreement, to enforce
intellectual property rights with respect
to Montedison PP Technology, and to
sell PP Catalyst to persons other than
Montell and Montell Affiliates.

j. Except as expressly provided in this
Agreement, all sales, licensing and other
business relationships between
Technipol and either Montedison, Shell
or Montell shall be conducted on a non-
discriminatory basis on terms available
to other persons.

k. Pursuant to a PP Catalyst supply
agreement between Montell and
Technipol, Montell shall produce PP
Catalyst, including Improvements
thereto, for Technipol for use by
Technipol’s licensees and PP Catalyst
customers, subject to the rights of Akzo
Nobel. To this end, Montell shall
dedicate such portion of its PP Catalyst
production capacity as is required to
supply Technipol’s licensees and PP
Catalyst customers. The price for PP
Catalyst supplied by Montell to
Technipol shall be negotiated between
Montell and Technipol, but in no event
shall be more than the lowest contract
price, in terms of the price per pound
of Propylene Polymers produced per
pound of PP Catalyst, for PP Catalyst
available to a licensee other than a
Montell Affiliate or government
controlled licensee, as of December 31,
1993, recalculated in accordance with
the pricing formula in the PP Catalyst
supply contract for that licensee, less
eight percent (8%).

l. Pursuant to a Catalyst Support
supply agreement between Montell and
Technipol, Montell shall produce
Catalyst Support, including
Improvements thereto, for Technipol for
sale to Akzo Nobel. The price for
Catalyst Support supplied by Montell to


